Shield of
Faith
“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Thursday June 6, 2019

For I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth: — Job 19:25

DEMONcrats

I think we may have reached the point where only Jesus Christ, and not Donald Trump, can save us. Yesterday YouTube announced that it will now censor everything of value on their platform. They will not allow independent thought … reason … to exist. Facebook and Twitter are also moving very fast to destroy the opportunity of
Trump supporters to connect over the internet. Combine that with Trump’s strong support for sodomy and you
may have all the evidence you need to conclude that the Left will win in 2020. And if Trump goes down what
power is going to fill the vacuum? Ron Paul?! Unfortunately, No. The death cult known as the demoncrat party will take over. And if you want to gain an understanding of what that will look like just cast a gaze Maine’s
way. Jezebel Janet Kills has taken power after eight years of a weak effort from conservatives led by a Trump-like
figure named LePage. First to go were whatever tepid restraints the cornservatives put in place on social issues. Mixed into Jezebel’s agenda is hard-core socialism leaning communist on economics and religion. Yup
… the future is coming into view. America and China will rule with their surveillance state system of the world.
Unless … Jesus Christ. Popular American television broadcaster Fulton Sheen observed in the middle of the twentieth century that the Russian Orthodox Church would save the world. He saw a day in the not-to-distant future
when Communism would collapse and the ancient Eastern Orthodox expression of Christianity centered in Moscow
would return stronger than ever. He was right. We are witnessing the fulfillment of his prediction. It is no surprise to me that when Tommy Robinson found himself completely cut off from his supporters by the deplatforming and depersoning of American Tech giants like Fakebook and Gulag (Google) he turned successfully
to a free-speech affirming platform created by two Russians called Telegram. Within days he was up to 40,000
followers. The world is a big place. America isn’t God. God is God. And He loves the human soul, every human
soul on the planet. He made the soul to be free. Free to choose life or death, heaven or hell … good or evil. America and her corporations have now made their vote abundantly clear. They prefer the death-cult led by Jezebel Hellary Clinton. They demand “safety” at the cost of their soul. The devil’s bargain has been offered and accepted by the social justice warrior crowd. America is full on satanic now. And don’t for a minute think that Satan
isn’t coming to your church. He’s there big time. Anytime you hear about how important it is to be nice to sinners
or to “love” the LGBTQ demons you know that a demon is talking. But … Jesus Christ is stronger. I’m casting my
vote for Jesus. Donald better do that same … and soon … or he’s going to be fired.

Call me if I can help. 1-207-956-0819.
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